SOUTH PARK (USA, 8/13/1997- ) [ANIMATED TV SERIES]

Series summary: Animated comedy series featuring four boys who live in the Colorado town of South Park, which is beset by frequent odd occurrences.

Cow days (9/30/1998)

Credits: director, Trey Parker; writers, Trey Parker, David Goodman.
Cast: n/a
Summary: South Park is having its 14th annual “Cow days,” a rodeo/carnival to celebrate the cow. Cartman suffers head trauma while practicing for the competition which makes him think he is a Vietnamese prostitute.


Credits: director, Trey Parker; writers, Trey Parker, Matt Stone.
Cast: n/a
Summary: Mr. Garrison assigns the class to ask Vietnam veterans they know about their experiences. The boys go to Uncle Jimbo and his friend Ned, who now have a public-access cable TV hunting show which runs opposite Jesus and Pals. The story which Jimbo and Ned tell the boys is so outrageous that Mr. Garrison fails them for cheating. The boys get their revenge by sending Jimbo and Ned phony videos depicting the Mexican Staring Frog of Southern Sri Lanka, which causes any one who gazes upon it to become catatonic. The videos boost ratings for Jimbo and Ned, so Jesus is forced to retool his show to keep up. Jimbo and Ned go hunting for the frog, and Ned becomes catatonic when he sees the boys’ plastic prop. The boys admit to Jimbo that it was a hoax, but Ned still won’t wake up. They are invited to Jesus and Pals where they are encouraged to make up more dirty details and start fighting. Jesus brings an end to the ensuing violence by calming down the studio and sending his producer to hell.
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